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Embrace Technology for Business Continuity.
Today’s world is full of disruptions, technology should not be. The pandemic has
sped up digital transformation. One of the essential components is robust and
reliable database solutions. Put simply, with a scalable, high availability and secure
database solution enterprises can reap benefits: from driving business growth with
business continuity in place whilst lowing the overall cost of operations, to
increasing data security, data governance, and a fast, scalable solution.

In need to support business continuity, and
endless efforts in Research and Development
(R&D) today, Tibero is one of the best
relational database management systems in the
market. Tibero is second in the world to
deliver
shared-disk-based
clustering
technology known as Tibero Active Cluster
(TAC).
The underlying technology of Tibero Active Cluster (TAC) – Shared Disk
Architecture. Advantages of Shared Disk Architecture:

“It is very common that each server stores information on internal hard drives. In the
situation of load balancing such a structure can be a problem, as each of the servers
may be giving different information, and users must ensure and monitor the
information (for example their website) is synchronized between them. Shared Disk
Architecture allows users to configure their (cloud) server to simultaneously access
(both read and write) the same disk. Ensuring the integrity of data among all
servers (cloud).” (By Gigas). See the below diagram created by Ben Stopford for
illustration:

Shared Disk Architectures are writelimited where multiple writer nodes
must coordinate their locks around the
cluster

Share Nothing Architectures are write
limited where writes span multiple
partitions necessitating a distributed
two-phase commit.

Benefits of Tibero Active Cluster –
• Data integrity – a critical aspect to the design, implementation, and usage of
any systems and databases that store, process, or retrieve data.
• High Availability – ensure a high level of operational performance, uptime
for a higher-than-normal period. Database modernization increases the
reliance on high availability to remove database servers from a single point of
failure.
• Recoverability – an important pillar of Tibero that ensures when an event
happened or any failure occurs, the database can be recovered.
• Scalability – a shared-everything architecture, that provides full functionality
on a multi-server cluster environment. The ability to improve availability
and behavior when business demands more resources.

• Cluster Manager – an additional function to increase the availability of
Tibero Active Cluster (TAC) and easy management. Offer seamless auto
fail-over ability to next available node automatically, reorganize cluster
members in the event of any node failure or abnormality.
To find out more about the cost and performance comparison between the key
database solution providers for relational database management systems in the
market – click here

Moving data to a new advanced database management solution sound simple. Still,
it does require a high level of technical knowledge and often continuous coding
resources from data engineers and core IT, groups. This is where Tmax’s team
comes in as value-added resources to aid and collaborate with the enterprises during
this transformation phase.
With proper preparation and tools, enterprises have the power to find meaning in
data as databases efficiency improved, leading to improve quality of business
decisions, increase productivity, fast and easy access to the data needed, leading to
higher business performance.

Hyundai and Kia say Goodbye to existing database solutions and
Choose Tmax as DBMS Vendor
Hyundai and Kia have decided to change the vendor of their main DBMS as they
have verified the performance and stability of the Tibero for the past 10 years.
(Business Korea)

"We concluded that using Tibero, which has a certain stability in terms of
performance, will bring a higher return on investment," said Suh Jung-sik, senior
vice president of Hyundai Motor's ICT division.

“Database migration is never simple. Much preparation, the right tools, and close
collaboration not only internally but together with customers’ core IT and support
team to understand the existing setup and challenges are essential to creating a
smooth and successful migration plan for the project. It takes much hard work and
many nights of effort during the process of migration. Frequent communication and
transparency of the role and responsibility putting all stakeholders on the same page
are key to make things happen – it’s not a miracle, but teamwork!” – Jaesam
Kim, Head of Technical (ASEAN), TmaxSoft.

An important and ubiquitous function of
Java Enterprise User Solution also known
as “JEUS”, is the divergence from a
traditional static webserver to robust
Dynamic Web Services. Together with
WebtoB, JEUS built new levels of security,
high availability, and performance for
both web and web application servers.
Today, businesses operate in a fast-moving, volatile global environment. Web
services are the cornerstone of business to reach out to the world, which involves
complex business transactions between various business entities and external parties.
This interconnection exposes to a variety of risks across both physical and digital
spheres – risks that can be managed with a robust business continuity plan.
Sudden unplanned business disruptions
can be a disaster – but they don’t have to
be. Designed with a built-in robust system
to support business continuity, JEUS the
high-performance architectures - Node Java,
processes asynchronous I/O through a single
thread-based event loop, enabling flexible
use of resources and maximizing system
responsiveness and performance, as
illustrated in the diagram.

In the post-pandemic fast-changing world today, the new normal will be far more
tech-driven and more challenges ahead. A robust IT architecture is essential to
address the foreseeable needs and supports the future market need.

A combination of Tibero, JEUS,
and WebtoB provides an almost
perfect future-proof IT system
with proven track records to
support massive-scale data
processing.

To support massive-scale data
processing. Instead of service
denial, the Dynamic Load
Balancing function kick in
automatically when a large
volume request is received.

Simultaneously Tibero, JEUS, and WebtoB created a desired robust and highperformance system environment that any organization can rely on. Tmax
technology assures scalability, high availability, and support for various 3 rd party
integration to deliver documents and data to any web services platform efficiently.
Work with a proven leader with strong, scalable, and security measures in place to
keep operations moving forward. To know more click here

WAPL, the All-inOne Smart
Collaboration
solutions help to
instill and build a
corporate culture
that is both
participative and
transversal.

All business partners and customers are cordially invited to
join WAPL- the ONLY official communication channel for
the Tmax ASEAN team effective from Q2 2022

Good and smart collaborative tools combine the team’s abilities and skills, improve
communication, leading to higher business overall performance and productivity.

“Effective communication builds a foundation for successful organization and
boosts employee happiness”
Communication is key. Effective communication allows work to be completed
diligently, improves productivity, and saves time. Real-time communication is
essential for a business to create and share ideas, information, facts, views, and
emotions.
WAPL, the smart working solution enables faster and easier collaboration anywhere,
anytime, core functionalities are as follows:
• Real-time communication, including instant messaging, video, and audio
conferencing
• Project and tasks management, events sharing (Calendar)
• File sharing, allow users to perform fast file upload and download
• Security, unified document control, sharing history, permission, and right of
access
• Single platform, improve team productivity through a smart collaboration
solution yet equipped with functionalities to separate work and personal life.
With effect from Q2 2022, WAPL will be the official platform for technical support
communication across ASEAN – applicable to both partners and customers. All
ASEAN business partners and customers are encouraged to download WAPL to
join this collaboration initiative. Guide to download WAPL, please click here

Finally, the light at the end of the pandemic tunnel is in sight - thanks largely to
progress on the vaccination front. Many realize the value of face-to-face interaction
and our road warrior – Mr. David Kim performed an essential business trip to
Bangkok, Thailand in February 2022.

Thank you for making
time to meet us and
discussion for
collaboration

Bangkok
Capital of Thailand

A fruitful trip that
rejuvenated
accounts
and refreshed partners’
relationships, bringing
team and business back
on the table. It’s always
our core and priority to
do our best to support
partners to provide more
integrated values to end
customers.

Case Study

Combination of Tibero the best enterprise database solutions, JEUS the first web
application server that is Java EE 7 certified, and WebtoB a powerful and stable
next-generation web server - delivers one of the best future proof robust IT solutions

that addressed the challenges of architecture and database needs of a manufacturing
plant running 24 x7. Click here for the case study for more information.

YOU ARE IMPORTANT TO US
We would like to hear from you and know if you like our newsletter contents and
the information included therein. Click here to let us know your view and
suggestion if any. We thank you in advance for your effort and appreciate any
feedback.

We are Expanding…
Our growing team is mapping the future of Tmax ASEAN, and we continue to make
discoveries and expansion. We offer the chance to work with a variety of
technologies, products, and customers across multiple industries as you chart your
career path. Various positions are open in Malaysia and Thailand.
View all opportunities
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